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Workshop Information
Workshop Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

To familiarize participants with PLACE: SLR including how to further engage with the PLACE: SLR
network
To increase awareness of existing tools and resources and how they can be utilized to integrate
sea-level rise into coastal decision-making
To identify and prioritize gaps and needs around sea-level rise observing, research, and decisionmaking for the northern Gulf of Mexico
To develop potential activities and efforts to address the prioritized gaps and needs
To build collaborations and networks around sea-level rise resilience activities

Date, Time, Location
The workshop was held on August 24th and 25th from 9 a.m. – 12 p.m. via Zoom.

Video Recording
Recordings that share everything except for breakout group activities and discussions can be found at
the following links:
• Day One: https://youtu.be/__M2S447VGM
• Day Two: https://youtu.be/cCV5FgcDMQw

Attendees
Josh Adams
Landry Bernard
Keren Bolter
Eric Brunden
Cynthia Cannon
Renee Collini
Cayla Dean
Juan Figueroa
Casey Fulford
Marian Hanisko

Jennifer Harper
Patric Harper
Hank Hodde
Todd Hopkins
David Kidwell
Kristen Laursen
Carolyn Martin
Tara McCue
Christina Mohrman
Ken Nash

Sharon Niemczyk
Jayantha Obeysekera
Michael Osland
James Pahl
Zhong-Ren Peng
Arnaldo Perez
Negron
Margo Posten
Emily Powell
Rhonda Price

Sarah Propst
Mark Ryan
Tina Sanchez
Tracie Sempier
Brent Setchell
Sara Stevenson
Heidi Stiller
Will Underwood
Lauren Williams
Janet Zimmerman

Activity Overview
During the workshop the participants engaged on several activities. A detailed agenda is in Appendix A.
• Icebreakers to get to know others in the network.
• A review of PLACE: SLR.
• Exploration of and reflection on multiple resources that covered communicating sea-level rise;
future storm surge and future high tide flooding; habitat vulnerability; and population vulnerability.
• A panel of speakers from City of Ocean Springs, City of Pensacola, and the Jackson County Utility
Authority speaking on their experiences – both accomplishments and challenges – around sea-level
rise resilience.
• Review and identification of additional gaps and needs around sea-level rise resilience.
• Prioritization of gaps and needs for the PLACE: SLR network to focus on over the next two years.

• A discussion of big-picture challenges around sea-level rise resilience
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Findings and Discussion Recaps
Reflections on Available Tools
After exploring the tools, participants reflected on what they saw and provided feedback on how they
might use the tools, how they could be improved, what kind of tools seemed to be missing, and any
additional thoughts about the tools. Participants felt that the tools could be used in their work for actions
like wetland restoration planning, communication and engagement with a variety of audiences, and
understanding and planning that is inclusive of marginalized and underserved communities.
Recommendations for how resources could be improved included expansion of Hydro-MEM, the flood
models could demonstrate temporal patterns of water levels during storm events, and updates to the Gulfwide SLAMM run. Participants identified a gap in tools that addressed compound flooding. Overall,
participants appreciated the time to review the tools because there are so many available. In particular,
there was a lot of appreciation for the social vulnerability tools. Supporting documents for the tools
explored can be found in Appendix B.

Panel Recap
Participants heard from Cynthia Cannon with the City of Pensacola, Carolyn Martin with the City of Ocean
Springs, and Chase Glisson with the Jackson County Utility Authority. Each of them is at different stages of
planning for resilience. Cynthia spoke about their recently completed sea-level rise vulnerability
assessment. She mentioned important lessons learned such as how fast the one year for the assessment
went by and that it requires a lot of coordination among departments that could have begun prior to the
assessment to save time. Additionally, she highlighted the benefits of the planning processes in bringing
together different departs so conversations stop happening in a vacuum. She also discussed the upcoming
funding opportunities and the need to expand their already completed vulnerability assessment to better
include social vulnerability.
Carolyn spoke about their sea-level rise vulnerability assessment that was completed in 2014 and the
actions they have taken since. This included updates to their unified development code, but most
importantly maintained conversation the vulnerability assessment started. She spoke about challenges that
have existed in implementing some of the code improvements and the struggle that exists with developers.
Carolyn also talked about where they are going next which is to get a better understanding through a
watershed study on where and how water, including groundwater, is moving through the City. Carolyn also
pointed out that the work they can do is limited by the scope of the funding calls.
Chase spoke about the previous impacts that they have experienced and how that has led to JCUA actively
planning to increase resilience. This includes embracing a pressurized system, actively working to get
residents and businesses off of onsite wastewater treatment, and relocating critical infrastructure such as a
water reclamation facility. In addition to these efforts they have worked with PLACE: SLR and with Flood
Wise to better understand their vulnerability and options for being more resilient. From an implementation
perspective, they have also already connected over 1,500 homes to public wastewater, over 800 of which
were pressure systems, and are actively seeking additional grants and other funds to implement resilient
actions.
There were great discussions during the question-and-answer session of the panel. Cynthia shared that
there are implementation challenges even if you have good things in your code, including occasional
pushback from community residents. There was also a discussion about the need to move away from the
idea that there is a single project or effort that makes an entity resilient and instead to think about sea-level
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rise and future changes as well. Overall, the panelists felt like there is buy-in at the staff level and slowly
growing buy-in at the political arena. There was also discussion about how problems (e.g., development,
hurricanes) can provide an opportunity to move things forward and about how state regulations and
directives can be supportive or a hinderance to resilience actions on the ground. A positive example has
been the funding moving down from the state of Florida. An opportunity to improve would be regulations
at the state level that embrace rising seas and provide strength to local attempts to enhance resilience.

Gaps and Needs
Added
Several gaps and needs were added to the existing list of gaps and needs (Appendix C). They were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expand Data Need: Saltwater intrusion monitoring and research on saltwater intrusion impacts on
habitat to include community infrastructure too. This also included the need for data and modeling.
New Name: Understand the questions driving infrastructure placement changed to Monitoring,
modeling, and research to understand impacts of infrastructure placement and potential solutions.
Guidance on applying dynamic adaptive pathways in community planning and resilience efforts
Need for accurate first floor elevation datasets
Language to help scope of work for services/infrastructure with engineers/consultants to include
sea-level rise more effectively
Zoning and land use updates to consider changes in stability due to changes from rising seas.
Guidance on designing and implementing innovative coastal infrastructure SLR resilience
approaches for engineers
Integration and coordination across and within state, regional, and local levels on resilience
planning/efforts and related ordinances/standards etc.

Prioritized
The top 8 prioritized gaps and needs were:
1. Guidance on designing and implementing innovative coastal infrastructure SLR resilience
approaches for engineers (9 votes)
2. Cost benefit analysis for adapting for local government (8 votes)
3. Socioeconomic analysis of the costs of not adapting or planning for sea-level rise and economic
valuation of threatened resources (8 votes)
4. Integration and coordination across and within state, regional, and local levels on resilience
planning/efforts and related ordinances/standards etc. (7 votes)
5. Data Need: Saltwater Intrusion monitoring and research on saltwater intrusion impacts on habitat
and community infrastructure including drinking water (6 votes)
6. Inventory of additional sea-level observation infrastructure (e.g., water level, tide and COR stations,
salinity, elevation) and subsequent gap analysis to identify strategic placement of future
infrastructure (6 votes)
7. Language to help scope of work for services/infrastructure with engineers/consultants to include
SLR more effectively (5 votes)
8. Improved outreach and communication of sea-level rise science and issues at the local and
community level (5 votes)
The top four were selected for further breakout discussion. Numbers 2 & 3 were combined into a single
breakout group since they were both related to capturing costs and benefits of sea-level rise adaptation.
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Suggested Actions
In breakout groups participants identified potential actions to take to address the prioritized needs and
opportunities to leverage to address the prioritized needs.

Prioritized Gap 1: Guidance on designing and implementing innovative coastal infrastructure for SLR
resilience approaches for engineers
•

•

Summary of Actions
o Needs assessment with engineers.
o Document/share case studies of using green infrastructure.
o Document/share trade-offs of different aspects of GI vs traditional infrastructure.
o Document on standards/guidance/best practices.
o Trainings on implementing the content in the above document.
o Research to close gaps around these methods.
Opportunities that could be leveraged
o Recently funded NOAA/Federal Highway Administration project
o U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineering with Nature
o Weeks Bay NERR Construction Stormwater Management Short Course
o Upcoming EPA Gulf of Mexico Program green infrastructure demonstration projects
o GOMA Habitat Team resources

Prioritized Gap 2: Cost benefit analysis for adapting for local government/Socioeconomic analysis of
the costs of not adapting or planning for sea-level rise and economic valuation of threatened
resources
•

•

Summary of Actions
o Conduct specific CBAs including green vs. hardened solutions and comparing different land
use/zoning approaches.
o Share case studies of other CBA’s and lessons learned.
o Guidance materials/trainings on how to conduct CBAs.
Opportunities that could be leveraged
o U.S. Army Corps of Engineers SACS economic loss tool
o Efforts from the insurance and mortgage industry
o FL SLIP tool
o Tampa Bay RPC looked at lost property tax revenue that could be replicated
o OCM data on number of businesses, number of employees, and wages in the FEMA
floodplain footprint, category 1-5 storms, and eventually SLR scenarios.
o OCM training “Economic Guidance for Coastal Management Professionals” which shares
differences between different types of economic analyses
o FEMA grants guidance doc starting on page 22
o EDGe$ tool
o CHARM Tool
o Cardno, In.
o Climate and Resilience CoP

Prioritized Gap 3: Integration and coordination across and within state, regional, and local levels on
resilience planning/efforts and related ordinances/standards etc.
•

Summary Actions
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o

•

A federal group focused on combining the multiple efforts from various organizations with
suggested best management practices, recommendations, to law makers. (e.g., PLACE
nationwide).
o Host panel discussions at conferences or annually to invite state representatives or
planners to share related ordinances or planning/implementation measures.
o Build synergistic efforts across local, regional, and state-level resilience efforts under statelevel guidance to ensure mutually beneficial practices.
o Tips and Tricks to share between climate leaders for internal collaboration.
o Assessment for ordinances that may conflict at different levels. (e.g., incorporating Coastal
Resilience as a consideration in Land Development Codes).
o Host intragovernmental meetings/session to facilitate resilience awareness across city
departments.
Opportunities to Leverage
o On-going activity: PLAN SAFE-T; CHOST, CTPs, GOMA
o New version of the CRI
o Florida’s statewide assessment and plan
o ACAMP/CZM have funded an analysis of local ordinances and model ordinances to address
climate related issues

Summary from Big Picture Discussion
There were lots of great conversations during the big picture discussion at the end of the day. The following
are the big take-aways from the conversation.
•

•
•

•

PLACE: SLR should invite elected officials and/or their staff to events.
o Lots of support for this idea. Opportunities for collaboration identified included GOMA’s
work with NaCo. Other ideas included working with the League of Municipalities and
individual County Commissions
Elected officials will be responsible for enacting proactive policies and so municipal staff would like
talking points and concrete real examples to help get them onboard.
Headway is challenging in MS and AL because the coast is so small so suggestions for action at the
state level needs to tie back to benefits for the rest of the state.
o Lots of support for this from MS and AL participants.
On the horizon are big updates to the available SLR information – PLACE: SLR will need to play a
critical role in helping to communicate and provide access to those updates and how they relate to
previous efforts and other updates (e.g., IPCC vs NCA 5; NOAA Tech Report 2017 vs NOAA Tech
Report 2021, etc.).

5
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PLACE: SLR Advisory Workshop Agenda
August 24-25, 2021
Goal: Bring together partners from across the science to stewardship continuum to identify and
prioritize gaps and needs around sea-level rise in the northern Gulf of Mexico.
Objectives
● To familiarize participants with PLACE: SLR including how to further engage with the
PLACE: SLR network
● To increase awareness of existing tools and resources and how they can be utilized to
integrate sea-level rise into coastal decision-making
● To identify and prioritize gaps and needs around sea-level rise observing, research, and
decision-making for the northern Gulf of Mexico
● To develop potential activities and efforts to address the prioritized gaps and needs
● To build collaborations and networks around sea-level rise resilience activities
Outputs
● Updated gaps and needs
● Prioritized gaps and needs
● A 2021-2023 work plan
● Workshop report
Day One: Introduction, Resource Exploration, Case Studies, and Gaps/Needs Review
8:50 am CT

Log On and Tech Check
(https://msstateextension.zoom.us/j/96586950561)

9:00 am CT

Welcome, Objectives, Logistics

9:15 am CT

Icebreaker / Introductions

9:35 am CT

Introduction to PLACE: SLR

9:55 am CT

Exploring Sea-Level Rise Resources (see resource sheets in folder)
● Room 1: Communicating Sea-Level Rise
● Room 2: Future Storm Surge and High Tide Flooding
● Room 3: Habitat Vulnerability
● Room 4: Population Vulnerability

10:40 am CT

Break

10:50 am CT

Reflection: Sea-Level Rise Resources (https://bit.ly/3shw597)

11:05 am CT

Case Studies - Sharing Local Successes and Challenges

11:40 am CT

Reviewing 2019 Gaps and Needs (see worksheet in folder)

11:50 am CT

Review Logistics for Day Two

11:55 am CT

Adjourn Day One
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Day Two: Identifying and Prioritizing Gaps and Needs
8:50 am CT

Log On and Tech Check
(https://msstateextension.zoom.us/j/96586950561)

9:00 am CT

Welcome and Day One Recap

9:10 am CT

Icebreaker

9:30 am CT

Review and Identify Gaps and Needs (see worksheet in folder)

9:50 am CT

Prioritize Gaps and Needs

10:00 am CT

Break

10:10 am CT

Identify Actions to Address Gaps and Needs (breakout groups)

10:55 am CT

Report Out from Breakout Groups

11:15 am CT

Future PLACE: SLR Communications

11:25 am CT

Discussing Proactive Policies and Other Catalyst Efforts

11:50 pm CT

Reflection, Wrap-Up, & Adjourn Day Two
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Climate Communication & Myths
By: Northern Gulf of Mexico Sentinel Site Cooperative & NOAA
Description: Communicating sea-level rise and climate change can seem daunting. This
quick sheet provides some tips and answers to common climate change myths.
How this can help in decision-making:
 Be able to consider best practices when engaging with
individuals who might be skeptical about climate change.
 Be able to answer common misconceptions around
climate change that may pose barriers to climate and
sea-level rise resilience action.
Types of information available:
 Tips on communicating about climate change in a
constructive way
 Answers to common misconceptions and questions
around climate change.
Online location: http://bit.ly/2mhwxGB
NOTES
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Figure 1 Front page of the quick sheet.

Living Shorelines Resource Catalogs
By: The Climate and Resilience Community of Practice
Description: To minimize barriers to utilizing living shorelines as an alternative to
bulkheads and seawalls, a resource catalog was developed along with supplemental
communication materials to foster adoption of this technology along privately-owned
waterways.
How this can help in decision-making:
 Be able to quickly find resources that can answer questions
around living shorelines.
 Be able to understand some of the benefits of a living
shoreline over a hardened shoreline.
Types of information available:
 State-specific resource catalogs with resources identified for
design and construction; permitting; and cost
 Audience-specific two-pagers answering FAQs and highlighting
the resource catalogs
 Audience-specific short films highlighting the benefits of living
shorelines and the resource catalogs
Online location: www.GulfLivingShorelines.com
NOTES
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Figure 1 State-specific living shoreline
resource catalog for Florida. Catalogs were
also created for the other four states
situated along the Gulf of Mexico

Sea-Level Rise 101 Videos
Resilience to Future Flooding Project
Description: Three videos were developed in collaboration with coastal decisionmakers, trainers, municipal staff, Extension and outreach professionals, and non-profits,
to help individuals and organizations around the northern Gulf communicate about sealevel rise, impacts, and solutions.
How this can help in decision-making:
 Be able to help constituents, neighbors,
elected-officials, municipal staff, etc. why
sea-level rise is happening, challenges and
impacts unique to the northern Gulf
around sea-level rise.
 Be able to stimulate a discussion around
potential solutions to sea-level rise
impacts.

Figure 1 Screenshot of the opening to Planning for Rising Seas, one of
the three videos

Types of information available:
 The Basics: Short film on the basics of sea-level rise, impacts, and solutions
specific to the northern Gulf.
 Amplified Storm Surge: Short film on how sea-level rise will exacerbate storm
surge in the northern Gulf and available resources to address those challenges.
 Planning for Rising Seas: Short film on how to consider planning in sea-level rise.
Online location: http://bit.ly/NGOMSLR101
NOTES
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SLR Resilience Case Studies
Resilience to Future Flooding Project
Description: Videos sharing the stories of Gulf Communities tackling sea-level rise
resilience were developed. These case studies capture how small amounts of funding
can be utilized to improve coastal resilience.
How this can help in decision-making:
 Be able to help constituents, neighbors, electedofficials, municipal staff, etc. understand the
multitude of ways communities can approach
sea-level rise resilience.
 Be able to stimulate a discussion around
potential solutions to sea-level rise impacts.

Figure 1 Screenshot from Responding to Hazards. The case

study videos all include individuals from the case studies telling
Types of information available:
the story in their own words.
 Responding to Hazards: A short film on how
Covington, LA addressed flash flooding
 Understanding Future Risk: A short film on how Islamorada, FL considered sealevel rise in storm surge
 Working with Natural Systems: A short film on how Fairhope, AL assessed their
stormwater capacity and current issues
 Planning for Future Hazards: A short film on how South Padre Island, TX utilized
master planning to balance recreational and protection use of their dunes
 Each video has a version for either MS, AL, or FL with state-specific information
included

Online location: Alabama Videos: http://bit.ly/SLRinAL ● Mississippi Videos: http://bit.ly/SLRinMS

● Florida Videos: http://bit.ly/SLRinFL

NOTES
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ACCP Storyboard
By: State of Alabama
Description: The Alabama Coastal Comprehensive Plan (ACCP) included an assessment
of sea-level rise with storm surge for the Alabama coastal area.
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand how the 50-, 100-, and 500-year floodplain will change with
different amounts of sea-level rise and how flood risk will change across an area
with sea-level rise
 Be able to establish codes,
policies, and ordinances to
account for the future
floodplain.
Types of information available:
 50-, 100-, and 500-year
floodplain extent under two
different sea-level rise
scenarios

Figure 1 Screenshot from the storyboard of the 50-year floodplain for coastal Alabama.

Online location: http://bit.ly/2kBDMJd
NOTES
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CDSLR Story Map
By: NOAA & LSU Center for Coastal Resiliency
Description: The story map displays future floodplains under four different sea level rise
scenarios for coastal Mississippi, Alabama, and northwest Florida.*
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand how historical storms, the 100-year, and the 500-year
floodplain change with
different amounts of sealevel rise and how flood risk
will change across an area
 Be able to establish codes,
policies, and ordinances to
account for the future
floodplain.

Figure 1 Screenshot from the story map of the 100-year floodplain now and with 4.5 ft of
sea-level rise on Dauphin Island, AL

Types of information available:
 Storm surge extent and inundation depth from Katrina and Denis under four
different sea-level rise scenarios
 Storm surge maximum of maximums extent and inundation depth from 10
historical storms under four different sea-level rise scenarios
 100-year floodplain extent and inundation depth under four different sea-level
rise scenarios
 Downloads of 500-year floodplain extent and inundation depth of four different
sea-level rise scenarios
Online location: www.gomsurge.org
NOTES
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High Tide Flood Projections
By: NOAA
Description: The NOAA Technical Report 086 contains projections of high tide flooding
based on locally relevant sea-level rise projections. The Sentinel Site Program developed
a suite of resources to easily access and communicate this information.
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to anticipate increased frequency
of high tide flooding.
 Be able to consider adaptation measures to
reduce fiscal impact of high tide flooding.
Types of information available:
 Projections of number of days of high tide
flooding each year out to 2100 under
various locally relevant sea-rise projections

Figure 1 Projected days of high tide flooding under different sea-level
rise scenarios.

Online location: http://masgc.org/northern-gulf-of-mexico-sentinel-site-co/two-pager
Tip: Use the NOAA Sea Level Rise Viewer to visualize the footprint of the flooding by moving the slider
bar to the amount of sea-level rise you are interested in.

NOTES
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Sea-Level Rise Viewer
By: NOAA
Description: The NOAA Sea Level Rise Viewer allows users to see the difference in high
tide between different levels of sea-level on a map. The tool also allows users to view
this rise against local landmarks.*
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand where high tide may reach under different sea-level rise
scenarios and integrate that into
future planning/new projects.
 Be able to prioritize areas for
adaptation based on what may be
under or impacted by high tide.
Types of information available:
 Future high tide under 1 to 10 ft
of sea-level rise
 Local projections of sea-level rise

Figure 1 Screenshot from the Sea Level Rise Viewer of Apalachicola’s current
high tide and high tide with 4 ft of sea level rise.

Online location: https://coast.noaa.gov/slr/
NOTES
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Gulf Regional SLAMM Runs
By: Gulf Coast Prairie Landscape Conservation Cooperative
Description: This project generated a seamless set of landcover projections for the Gulf
of Mexico coast using SLAMM version 6.5 and conducted a focal species analysis using
SLAMM results.
How this can inform decisions:
❖ Be able to understand how coastal
habitat may be impacted by sea-level
rise over time.
❖ Be able to consider habitat migration
areas for acquisition or conservation.
Figure 1. Coverage area and habitat designations from the project.

❖ Be able to consider areas that would
benefit from management strategies such as thin layer placement or control
burns.

❖ Be able to consider vulnerability of key species that are dependent on coastal
habitat.
Types of information available:
❖ Project report describing results including trends around seaside sparrow,
mottled duck, and black skimmer
❖ Raster files of all the SLAMM and species results
❖ Tables with habitat results
Online Location: http://warrenpinnacle.com/prof/SLAMM/GCPLCC/
NOTES
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Hydro-MEM Story Map
By: NOAA & LSU Center for Coastal Resiliency
Description: Hydro-MEM is a modeling approach that predicts future marsh productivity
and extent under multiple sea-level rise scenarios.*
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand how salt-water marsh
productivity and extent may be impacted by sealevel rise over time.
 Be able to consider marsh migration areas for
acquisition or conservation.
 Be able to consider areas that would benefit from
management strategies such as thin layer
placement or control burns.

Figure 1. Screen captures of Hydro-MEM results for Grand
Bay NERR under various SLR scenarios

Types of information available:
 Marsh productivity and extent in 5-year intervals from 2000 to 2100 for
intermediate-high and high sea-level rise scenarios
 Marsh productivity and extent in 20-year intervals from 2000 to 2100 for low and
intermediate-low sea-level rise scenarios
 Available for Grand Bay, MS, Weeks Bay, AL, and Apalachicola, Fl
Online Location: www.gommarsh.org
Coming soon: Same information for Florida Big Bend region and Pascagoula River Delta.
NOTES
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SET Inventory & Gap Analysis
By: Northern Gulf of Mexico Sentinel Site Cooperative
Description: The Surface Elevation Table (SET) inventory provides information on SETS
currently installed in the Gulf of Mexico and the gap analysis identifies areas that would
close the most gaps if SETS were installed there.
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand what information is available around coastal habitat
elevation trends in the northern Gulf of Mexico.
 Be able to understand where additional SETs should be installed.
Types of information available:
 The inventory includes location,
elevation, installation year, and contact
information
 The gap analysis prioritizes publicly
owned land that if SETs were installed
would close critical habitat health gaps

Figure 1. Screen captures of the gap analysis results.

Online Location Inventory: http://bit.ly/2mfNhxX
Online Location Gap Analysis: http://bit.ly/2lNB7fz
NOTES
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Upcoming Data Product:
Marsh Model Comparison for Decision-Making
Description: An ongoing effort to understand differences and agreements in marsh
model outputs will produce data products to help assess quickly when and where marsh
models agree and to identify which models are best suited for which types of decisionmaking.
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand why marsh model projections with sea-level rise differ.
 Be able to utilize models that are best
suited for the types of management
decisions being considered.
 Be able to identify areas that are highly
likely to experience marsh migration and
areas that are highly likely to convert to
other habitat types.
Types of information available:

Figure 1. Marsh model comparison for Apalachicola, FL under
0.5 m of sea-level rise, highlighting where marsh is predicted by
one model (orange) and all models (yellow).

 Direct model comparisons based on a
retrospective analysis
 Maps identifying areas of agreement between model projections
 TBD based on stakeholder input
Online Location: TBD
NOTES
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Coastal County Snapshots
By: NOAA
Description: Providing detailed reports for many counties within all five Gulf states, this
tool is useful for anyone seeking to understand their county's current flood risk, oceanrelated job opportunities, and/or wetland benefits.*
How this can inform decisions:
❖ Be able to understand what and who is
currently at risk for flooding
❖ Be able to understand development trends in
floodplains, identifying areas where increased
zoning laws and codes are necessary
Types of information available:
❖ Populations in the current floodplain,
including total population, population over
65, and population in poverty
❖ Critical facilities at risk broken down by sector
❖ Amount and type of land developed in and
out of the floodplain from 1996-2010
Online Location: https://coast.noaa.gov/snapshots/
NOTES

*Description from www.GulfTREE.com
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Figure 1. Screen captures of Coastal County Snapshots

Neighborhoods at Risk
By: Headwaters Economics
Description: The tool generates interactive maps and reports that describe how climate
vulnerabilities (e.g., flooding, urban heat, and hurricanes) intersect with social
vulnerabilities.
How this can inform decisions:

❖ Be able to understand compound
risk/intersections of risk as it relates to
socioeconomic and physical stressors

❖ Be able to understand the nuances of social
vulnerability across areas and how that may
impact outreach strategies or policy decisions
Figure 1 Screen shot from the Neighborhoods at Risk tool

Types of information available:
❖ Community-level data on physical and social vulnerabilities:
o Social vulnerabilities include: number of rental units, people w/o health
insurance, people of color and Hispanics, children under 5 years old,
households without a car, etc.
o Physical vulnerabilities include: area in a hurricane flood zone, area lacking
tree canopy, area of impervious surface, and area in the 500-year floodplain
❖ Community-level projections for temperature and precipitation
Online Location: https://headwaterseconomics.org/apps/neighborhoods-at-risk/
NOTES

Related Tools:
• For natural resource managers: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Socioeconomic Profile Tool
• For 17 socioeconomic reports: Economic Profile System
21

Surging Seas: Risk Finder
By: Climate Central
Description: Risk Finder provides detailed reports on how sea level rise and flooding
affect a chosen area and provide downloadable data and PDF reports.*
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to consider how risk will be increasing
across time.
 Be able to understand what is within the same
elevation as the projected sea-level rise.
 Be able to understand where things are at risk
Types of information available:
 How risks will increase over time
 How different populations, buildings,
infrastructure, contamination risks, and lands will
be impacted, broken down by different
populations and sectors.
Online Location: https://riskfinder.climatecentral.org/
NOTES
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Figure 1. Screen captures of Risk Finder from the "What is at
Risk" section.

Social Vulnerability Index
By: U.S. Centers for Disease Control
Description: The Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) aims to improve an area's resilience to
various stressors, such as extreme weather events or disease, by providing social
vulnerability information at both county/parish- and census-tract-level. The nationallevel tool uses 15 U.S. census variables to rate each county/parish or census tract.*
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand geographic differences in social vulnerability across a
multitude of themes
 Be able to identify areas that will be
disproportionately impacted by sea-level rise
Types of information available:
 Overall social vulnerability
 Vulnerability by different themes:
o Socioeconomics
o Household composition/disability
o Minority/language
o Housing/transportation

Figure 1. Screen captures of Coastal County Snapshots

Online Location: https://svi.cdc.gov/
NOTES
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Upcoming Data Product:
NGOM+N2E2 Economic Impact Analysis
Description: Economic impacts of changes in the 100- and 500-year floodplain under
different sea-level rise scenarios will be highlighted in an interactive, online map. These
are results from the ongoing NOAA-funded NGOM+N2E2 research project.
How this can inform decisions:
 Be able to understand the economic impact of an increased 100- and 500-year
floodplain due to sea-level rise.
 Be able to prioritize areas
for adaptation based on
anticipated impacts
 Be able to generate
policies, ordinances, codes,
and long-term planning
that considers the
economic impacts of an
expanded 100- and 500year floodplain

Figure 1 Screenshot from draft story map with the economic impact analysis data.

Types of information available:
 Value ($) and number of buildings impacted
 Displaced persons and shelter needs
 Critical facilities
Project information: https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/project/sea-level-rise-assessments-mitigate-

surge-flooding/

NOTES
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PLACE: SLR NEW AND EXISTING GAPS AND NEEDS
Substantial progress

Some progress

Minimal progress

Instructions: Read through all gaps and needs. Decide
which THREE gaps/needs are most important. Mark those
three with a check in the box in the top right corner.

Data Need: Elevation data with an uncertainty
range that is smaller than the tidal frame. This
includes improved LIDAR and marsh elevation data

Inventory of Surface Elevation Tables (SET) and
other vertical control data.

Status Update: Elevation sampling at Grand Bay, Weeks
Bay, Apalachicola NERRs; Ongoing research by Steven
Medeiros to adjust LIDAR data in NGOM marshes

Status Update: Inventory is completed; Gap analysis
completed; Inventory update is planned (Mike Osland)

Ensemble of models providing multiple
perspectives on sea level rise impacts and
inundation

Inventory of additional sea-level observation
infrastructure (e.g. water level, tide and COR
stations, salinity, elevation) and subsequent gap analysis
to identify strategic placement of future infrastructure

Status Update: Several partner agencies, organizations,
and institutions are contributing to this need

Status Update: Status Update: CORS inventory completed,
gap analysis is currently planned
Priority: 2015
(Casey Fulford)

Interactive effects of hurricanes and sea-level rise
on habitat loss and inundation.

Strategic placement and development of Surface
Elevation Table (SET) sites to address current gaps

Status Update: In progress though EESLR (EESLR-NGOM;
NGOM+N2E2) and ACCP

Status Update: Development of SET inventory and SET
map
Priority: 2016, 2017, 2018

Sustained funding for ongoing sea-level rise model
development
Status Update: NOAA’s EESLR & Army Corps ACCP & SACS

Facilitation of height modernization at local
managed lands

Development of a consistent set of sea level rise
projections and scenarios for use across modeling
platforms

Platform for improved data access and
management, leveraging the new GOMA Data and
Monitoring
Priority Issue Team.

Status Update: In progress through
GOMA & Sweet et al 2017

Data Need: Improved bathymetric data in
nearshore waters

Priority: 2015

Guidance on land acquisition, habitat restoration,
and infrastructure placement

Data Need: Saltwater intrusion monitoring
and research on saltwater intrusion impacts
on habitat
Priority: 2019

Status Update: In progress through TNC’s Open Spaces,
EESLR (EESLR-NGOM; NGOM+N2E2), FL Sketch Tool, more
on Gulf TREE.
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PLACE: SLR NEW AND EXISTING GAPS AND NEEDS
Substantial progress

Some progress

Minimal progress
Improved outreach and communication of sealevel rise science and issues at the local and
community level
Priority: 2016, 2017

Spatially explicit maps capable of detecting
likelihood of habitat migration and coastal
inundation as well as models capable of incorporating
multiple sea level rise scenarios.

Status Update: Local sea-level rise two-pagers, Sea-level
Rise 101 Videos, GOMA Resilience Videos, Resilience to
Future Flooding Case Study Videos, Sea-level rise
roadshows/lunch n learns, CTP efforts Apalachicola,
Grand Bay, Weeks Bay NERRs, SLR in the classroom

Status Update: SLAMM (coastal habitats); Tidal Saline
Wetlands Migration Model; CDSLR (inundation); HydroMEM (marsh). In progress, marsh model comparison
effort Christine Buckel and Len Balthis

Design and seek funding for large spatial and
temporal scale field experiments to mimic future
sea-level conditions and habitat/ecological
response to inform models and planning

Socioeconomic analysis of the costs of not adapting
or planning for sea level rise and economic
valuation of threatened resources
Priority: 2017, 2018, 2019
Status Update: EESLR (NGOM+N2E2)

Handbook on adaptation for cultural resources,
including implications to the natural environment

Local and regional narratives for sea-level rise
effects being felt today, including historical sites
and cultural resources

Understand the questions driving infrastructure
placement

Status Update: RCRG, GOMA’s Resilience Team, local Sea
Grants, CoP, FPAN, CAKE

Develop mechanisms for funding SETs

Improve communication between management
and researchers to ensure that both have needs
being met

Inventory of RTK data sets

Status Update: In progress through many PLACE partners
Inventory of emerging issues in communities
Status Update: Informal identification through
outreach and Extension efforts; CAKE

Recommendations for how to use available
information, particularly models, w/understanding
of uncertainty and limitations
Priority: 2015, 2016

Sustainability of tools and services provided by
PLACE and other partners

Status Update: Gulf TREE, Climate Central, U.S. Climate
Tool Kit, Marsh model comparison effort, Living Shoreline
Resource Catalogs, RAD trainings
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PLACE: SLR NEW AND EXISTING GAPS AND NEEDS
Substantial progress

Some progress

Minimal progress

Data Need: Total suspended solids

Cost benefit analysis for adapting for local
government

Status: Being collected by Grand Bay, Weeks Bay,
Apalachicola NERRs, and ARCOS in Mobile Bay

Status Update: Ongoing work with JCUA, City of Biloxi,
and upcoming work with City of Ocean Springs
Priority: 2017, 2018, 2019

New gap/need (fill in if necessary):

New gap/need (fill in if necessary):

New gap/need (fill in if necessary):

New gap/need (fill in if necessary):

Marking a box with a check means you
think that gap/need should become a
priority for the next two years.
Remember, you’re limited to three
check marks (priorities).

PLACE: SLR GAP/NEED

Voting for your top priorities:
1. Mark your top three priorities on the previous gaps and needs pages
2. Go to the Padlet (link in zoom chat)
3. Click on the heart in the bottom left corner of your three priorities of choice
a. Note: the Padlet is set up to mirror the gaps and needs pages – scroll down to
see pages 2 and 3
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State of the PLACE

The Program for Local Adaptation to Climate Effects:
Sea-Level Rise

2021 Advisory Workshop
August 24-25

In memory of Dr. Scott Hagen

The PLACE: SLR family recently lost one of our members. It is hard to emphasize
the impact Scott had on the sea-level rise community in the Gulf and beyond. We
will miss Scott's unparalleled expertise, his commitment to the co-development
process, his calm demeanor, and his zeal for new experiences.
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WHAT IS PLACE: SLR?
PLACE: SLR will foster a network of individuals and organizations working to
enhance resilience to coastal inundation under rising sea levels in a changing
climate. Every two years PLACE partners come together to identify priority gaps
and needs around sea-level rise (SLR) resilience. This document summarizes the
ongoing projects and efforts to address these gaps and needs.
Overview
What happened to the Cooperative?
PLACE: SLR underwent a transition from the Northern Gulf of Mexico Sentinel Site
Cooperative. Although our name changed, our mission has largely remained the same.
Cooperative Partners
PLACE: SLR has over 35 partners, spanning four Gulf states. These include local, state, and
federal government agencies, non-profits, academics, and extension and outreach
professionals. Partners participate through attending annual meetings, responding to
action items, and engaging on projects and efforts targeting SLR gaps and needs. Partners
identify a point of contact who directs the flow of information from their organization to
PLACE and vice versa.
Cooperative Staff
PLACE: SLR has three full-time employees and one half-time employee: a Program
Coordinator, a Project Coordinator, an Education Coordinator, and a Wetland Specialist. In
addition, the office hosted a National Academies Science Policy Fellow over the 2020-2021
academic year, one summer 2020 extension apprentice, and two summer 2021 extension
apprentices.
Funding
Since 2014, partners, staff, and stakeholders have worked together to secure and direct $5.2
million to enhance community and ecosystem resilience in the northern Gulf of Mexico.

PLACE: SLR
2021 Advisory Report
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The northern Gulf is experiencing accelerated rates of sea-level rise (source: NOAA)

2017, 2018, 2019 PRIORITY: ASSESSING ECONOMIC IMPACTS
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSES (CBAs) OF ADAPTATION FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
Cost-Benefit Analysis for the Jackson County Utility Authority (JCUA)
Status: Complete
Description: Over the summer of 2020, our apprentice, Camille Sicangco, completed a CBA
that assessed the effectiveness of two berm heights at preventing flooding at a soon-to-beconstructed wastewater treatment facility. She found, regardless of height, building a berm
was a sound fiscal decision with an expected $4.50-$6.25 returned in avoided damages. The
analysis was done at the 15% planning stage and results are now being actively integrated
into JCUA's plans moving forward.
Outputs:
Detailed report and presentation for JCUA staff and board
CBA infographic detailing the analysis and results
Next Steps: See septic to public wastewater conversion project below.
Partners: Jackson County Utility Authority, National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)

Camp Wilkes Living Shoreline CBA
Status: Complete
Description: Over the summer of 2020, our apprentice,
Camille Sicangco, completed a CBA for Camp Wilkes, a
privately-owned recreational campground located along
Biloxi Bay, MS. She found over a 60-year time period the
installation of a living shoreline was more economically
efficient than repeatedly replacing a bulkhead.
Outputs:
Living shorelines report

The recently published living
shorelines report
Page 5
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Camp Wilkes Living Shoreline CBA Continued...
Next Steps: Integrated into programming for the Coastal Conservation & Restoration Group
and other extension and outreach efforts.
Partners: Camp Wilkes, Coastal Conservation & Restoration Group
Septic to Public Wastewater Conversion CBA for the JCUA
Status: Ongoing
Description: Over the summer of 2021, our apprentice, Alexis Monti, began a CBA for the
Jackson County Utility Authority looking at the cost effectiveness of converting residents
from septic to a modular wastewater system. The analysis is ongoing and is expected to be
completed by this fall, allowing for JCUA to pursue grant competitive grant opportunities..
Expected Outputs:
Detailed report and presentation for JCUA staff and board
Next Steps: Currently PLACE is working on an ongoing septic analysis to identify areas
within Jackson County that are vulnerable to SLR. This information will be used to
information future CBAs.
Partners: Jackson County Utility Authority, National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)
East Biloxi Home Elevation CBA
Status: Ongoing
Description: Over the summer of 2021, our apprentice, Amit Chandramouly, began a CBA
for the City of Biloxi that looks to assess the cost effectiveness of elevating four severe
repetitive loss structures in East Biloxi, Mississippi. The analysis is ongoing and is expected
to be completed this fall.
Expected Outputs:
Detailed report for the City of Biloxi staff
Next Steps: Final outputs will be further developed into PLACE programming efforts.
Partners: City of Biloxi, Roderick Scott LLC., National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)

Image from the septic analysis for JCUA
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SOCIOECONOMIC ANALYSES OF COSTS FOR NOT ADAPTING/PLANNING
FOR SLR AND ECONOMIC VALUATIONS OF THREATENED RESOURCES
NGOM + N2E2
Status: Ongoing
Description: Work from researchers at the LSU Center for Coastal Resiliency has led to a
paradigm-shift in our understanding of how sea-level rise will impact coastlines (EESLRNGOM project). This four-year effort aims to achieve the following objectives: 1) Refine,
enhance, and expand the coupled dynamic biogeophysical models, 2) Integrate economic
impact analysis and ecosystem services valuation, 3) Establish and engage an advisory
group throughout the entire project, and 4) Deliver results via a flexible, multi-platform
mechanism.
Outputs:
Enhanced and expanded dynamic biogeophysical models
Economic information on the impacts of storm surge and nuisance flooding with and
without natural and nature-based features (e.g. barrier islands, salt marshes)
Inundation maps of future high-tide flooding
A Resilient Gulf of Mexico Data Hub
Next Steps: Ongoing development of the data access and exploration platform which will be
advertised widely and integrated into PLACE technical support and trainings.
Partners: Louisiana State University; University of Central Florida; University of South
Carolina; Embry Riddle University; and Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi; U.S.
Geological Survey; NOAA NCCOS

Modeling results from gomsurge.com - 1% annual change probability of
storm surge inundation in 2100 for the low SLR scenario (0.2m)
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2019 PRIORITY THREE: SALTWATER INTRUSION MONITORING
AND IMPACTS
Saltwater Intrusion Working Group
Status: Ongoing (planning stage)
Description: PLACE has compiled literature and will produce a summary report on
saltwater intrusion in the northern Gulf of Mexico. PLACE will work with partners to
identify and fill gaps in saltwater intrusion science and monitoring in our region.

2018 PRIORITY ONE, 2017 PRIORITY THREE: STRATEGIC
INSTALLATION OF SET SITES TO ADDRESS CURRENT GAPS
SET Coordination
Status: Ongoing
Description: PLACE has continued to compile data to fill gaps in the surface elevation data
(SET) online inventory. In 2021, the SET map was published online and will be continually
updated as new data is contributed.
Outputs:
Gulf of Mexico SET Inventory (https://placeslr.org/our-products/gulf-of-mexico-setinventory/)
Partners: Grand Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve; Weeks Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve; Apalachicola National Estuarine Research Reserve; Rookery Bay
National Estuarine Research Reserve; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; U.S. Geological Survey;
NOAA National Estuarine Research Reserve Program; U.S. National Park Service.

Gulf of Mexico SET Inventory
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2018 PRIORITY TWO: IMPROVED OUTREACH AND
COMMUNICATION OF SLR SCIENCE AND ISSUES AT THE
LOCAL AND COMMUNITY LEVEL
Resilience to Future Flooding
Status: Ongoing (will be completed in September 2021)
Description: Funded through NOAA's 2017 Regional
Coastal Resilience Grants, this project highlights best
practices through case study and educational short
films and provided small grants to facilitate SLR
resilience actions within the Cooperative geography.
Combining the latest sea-level rise science with
examples of resilience actions and small grants will
help coastal communities overcome communication
and financial barriers that have historically
prevented or hindered resilience efforts.
Outputs:
Image from the SLR Basics Video
One TV feature
23 short films (SLR basics, case studies, and video diaries)
SLR graphics library
$330,000 in funds for five community resilience projects (Alligator Point, FL;
Apalachicola, FL; Biloxi, MS; Magnolia River, AL; Santa Rosa County, FL)
Next Steps: Throughout the fall of 2021 the project team plans to roll out the video diaries
from the five community resilience projects & other short films to engage coastal
community residents, leaders, and decision-makers in conversations around SLR resilience.
Partners: NOAA Office for Coastal Management; Gulf of Mexico Alliance; MississippiAlabama Sea Grant Consortium; UF IFAS Extension, Escambia County; Mississippi
Department of Marine Resources; Gulf of Mexico Climate and Outreach Community of
Practice; Louisiana Sea Grant; NOAA National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science;
Mississippi State University
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Sweet et al. 2017 Two-Pager Synthesis
Status: Ongoing
Description: In support of the Fourth National Climate Assessment two critical datasets
were released: regional sea-level rise scenarios for the United States and high-tide
projections related to the regional sea-level rise scenarios. The datasets provide projections
for 1 degree by 1 degree areas, exceedance probabilities for each scenario, and future hightide flooding information. The Cooperative led an effort by the broader Sentinel Site
Cooperative Program to synthesize this information into a digestible two-pager and helped
to create a website (localslr.org) to allow users to quickly access SLR projections.

Station map on localslr.org

Outputs:
A website to generate localized SLR
reports (localslr.org)
Multiple two-page summaries on local
SLR projections for communities across
the northern Gulf of Mexico
A template, data analysis helper, and
instructions for other extension and
outreach professionals to generate twopagers across the United States

Next Steps: This year NOAA SLR projections will be updated to incorporate the most up-todate science. In response, the two-pagers and localslr.org will be updated to reflect these
changes.
Partners: San Francisco Bay Area Sentinel Site Cooperative; Hawai’i Sentinel Site
Cooperative; Chesapeake Bay Sentinel Site Cooperative; North Carolina Sentinel Site
Cooperative; NOAA Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services; NOAA
Office for Coastal Management

Photos of Pensacola, San Diego, and Cape Code from localslr.org
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2017 PRIORITY TWO: RECOMMENDATIONS TO DECISIONMAKERS ON HOW OT USE AVAILABLE INFORMATION,
ESPECIALLY TOOLS AND MODELS
Gulf TREE
Status: Maintained
Description: Gulf Tools for Resilience Exploration Engine (Gulf
TREE) is an online decision-support engine that matches users
quickly, easily, and confidently with relevant climate resilience
tools. The goal of Gulf TREE is to provide audiences such as natural resource managers, local
government decision- makers, and many more with the tools they need to make informed
decisions about climate impacts. The Gulf TREE website was built and designed using
feedback from hundreds of stakeholders Gulf-wide. The project was funded through EPA’s
Gulf of Mexico Program and led by the Northern Gulf of Mexico Sentinel Site Cooperative,
Gulf of Mexico Alliance, and Gulf of Mexico Climate & Resilience Community of Practice.
Outputs:
Gulf TREE website (www.GulfTREE.org)
Seven train-the-trainer workshops across all five Gulf States
Gulf TREE online resource kit - provides all the information necessary to train a new
user or to conduct a train-the-trainer
Next Steps: New tools will continue to be incorporated into Gulf TREE and the team is
looking to pursue funding opportunities for select website upgrades.
Partners: Gulf of Mexico Alliance; Climate and Resilience Community of Practice;
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium; LA, TX, FL Sea Grants; NOAA; Mississippi
Department of Marine Resources; The Nature Conservancy; Alabama Department of
Natural Resources; Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council; Mission Aransas, Grand Bay,
Weeks Bay, and Apalachicola NERRs
Green Infrastructure Working Group
Status: Ongoing
Description: The GI working group was established based upon identified needs from the
Gulf of Mexico Climate and Resilience Community of Practice (CoP). The Green
Infrastructure Working Group conducted prioritization exercises of the many activities
recommended by the CoP members, ultimately determining the focus should be in
facilitating access and awareness of living shorelines resources. (continued on next page)
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Green Infrastructure Working Group
Continued...

The Green Infrastructure Working Group found and
described all the available Living Shorelines Resources
for each Gulf Coast state. This was further organized
and refined based on the virtual workshop feedback
and additional beta-testing workshops.
Outputs:
State-specific living shoreline resource catalogs
(compiled at GulfLivingshorelines.com)
Audience-specific
two-pagers
answering
frequently asked questions
Videos providing awareness of the benefits of
living shorelines to different audiences and
pointing back to the state resource catalogs
Next Steps: The team is currently in the process of Marsh grass for a living shoreline project
organizing a living shoreline contractor certification
course. Certified contractors will be compiled on a list
for local homeowners to contact for living shoreline
projects.
Partners: Climate and Resilience CoP; Gulf of Mexico Alliance; Louisiana Sea Grant
Resist-Accept-Direct (RAD) Framework Trainings
Status: Ongoing
Description: RAD is a framework developed by representatives of several agencies across the
US Department of the Interior to help resource managers work through management actions
in a structured way to determine if they should: 1) Resist change to maintain a historical or
current condition, 2) Accept change without any significant management response and/or 3)
Direct change by managing for a new, desirable condition.
Outputs:
Site-specific trainings for NERRs across the northern Gulf of Mexico
Training materials that can be adopted by other resilience professionals and natural
resource managers
Next Steps: PLACE will continue to conduct RAD trainings with interested partners into the
future. In addition, follow-up surveys will be used to assess the effectiveness of the approach
in planning for climate change.
Partners: U.S. Department of the Interior, Weeks Bay NERR, Apalachicola NERR
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Marsh Model Comparison Effort
Status: Ongoing
Description: Models of that predict future
coastal marsh conditions and the impact of
future sea level, offer important information for
natural resource decision-makers. However,
because multiple models exist and rely on
different inputs and provide different outputs, it
is important to understand how those
differences impact the utility of the information.
This project aims to provide information on how
marsh models differ and the drivers of those differences to help natural resource managers
make informed decisions.
Outputs:
2018 workshop & report describing similarities and differences of common marsh
models
Next Steps:
The project team is currently in the process of planning a retrospective analysis of
marsh response to sea-level rise. Interviews have been conducted to ensure stakeholder
(i.e., natural resource managers, consultants) needs are taken into account during the
retrospective analysis.
Partners: Southeast Climate Adaptation Science Center; Gulf of Mexico Alliance Habitat
Team; NOAA National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;
U.S. Geological Survey; South Florida Water Management District
Predicted marsh extent for Grand Bay, MS

ADDITIONAL PROJECTS TO BUILD SEA-LEVEL RISE RESILIENCE
CAPACITY
Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom
Status: Completed (July 2021)
Description: The goal of this project, funded by the National Academies of Science Gulf
Research Program, was to develop skills and understanding in future coastal decisionmakers of the hazards, solutions, and processes for addressing SLR and flooding resilience.
The objectives were to develop an engaging, hands-on curriculum educating Alabama and
Mississippi high-school students on flooding and SLR resilience. Throughout development
educators across Alabama and Mississippi were engaged via an Advisory Committee and
workshops to shape and refine the curriculum.
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Sea-Level Rise
Continued...

in

the

Classroom

Outputs:
A fully-vetted high-school curriculum
specifically targeted to Mississippi and
Alabama students and educators that
addresses four aspects of sea-level rise
through lessons, activities, field trips, and a
capstone project.
Partners:
Mississippi
State
University,
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium,
Mississippi educators trialing an activity at a
Dauphin Island Sea Lab, Smart Home America, SLR in the classroom workshop
Alabama School of Math and Science,
University of South Alabama

UP-AND-COMING (PROJECTS, INITIATIVES, ETC.)
NOAA's Environmental Literacy Program

The ELP project focuses on three

Status: Ongoing (started July 2021)
Description: PLACE was recently funded through NOAA's
environmental literacy program to continue and expand
upon the success of the Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom
curriculum. As part of this grant, the curriculum will be
expanded to all five Gulf states. In addition, the project
team will host a series of community connection
dialogues to connect environmentally-minded citizens

with municipal leaders and pop-in events to educate the
broader public about sea-level rise impacts and solutions.
community resilience
The primary objective of this project is to produce a
comprehensive, sustainable SLR education program that spans ages, locations, and
demographics to generate better prepared northern Gulf communities.
Expected Outputs:
different activities that all build

A gulf-wide SLR curriculum & 6 educator workshops
12 community connection dialogues
24 pop-in events (12 led by the project team, 12 led by community members)
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NOAA's Environmental Literacy Program Continued...
Partners: Mississippi State University, Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium, Dauphin
Island Sea Lab, Alabama School of Math and Science, University of South Alabama,
Audubon Nature Institute, Mission Aransas NERR, Grand Bay NERR, Weeks Bay NERR,
Apalachicola NERR, Rookery Bay NERR, Rookery Bay Friends Group, Jackson County
Utility Authority, City of Ocean Springs, City of Pensacola, Santa Rosa County, UF IFAS,
Pensacola and Perdido Bays Estuary Program, Gulf Coast Community Design Studio
Sea Grant Legal Analysis
Status: Upcoming
Description: As seas continue to rise,
municipalities across the Gulf are faced
with unclear responsibilities related to
infrastructure maintenance and the
preservation of services to at-risk
properties. The purpose of this legal
analysis is to understand the current legal High tide flooding on Dauphin Island, AL impacts
roads and other critical infrastructure
framework in 3 Gulf states as it relates to
sea-level rise, the responsibilities municipalities retain, and provide guidance for
municipalities who are already feeling the impacts of sea-level rise.
Expected Outputs:
Model ordinances that can be adopted by municipalities across the Gulf
Geospatial analyses of at-risk roads by jurisdiction
Partners: Florida Sea Grant (Lead), Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Legal Program,
Mississippi GeoResources Institute.
New Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Fellow
Status: Upcoming (January 2022)
Description: In partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, PLACE will be bringing
on a new fellow in January of 2022. In an effort to increase our own workplace diversity,
we will specifically advertise for this position at HBCUs and other minority-serving
institutions. In addition, this fellow will be brought on to support a scoping effort for a
potential new NOAA Regional Integrated Science and Assessments (RISA) program being
lead by Georgia Sea Grant that will be focused on the intersection of health and climate and
the role of justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion (JEDI) in individual and community
outcomes.
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COMMUNICATION, OUTREACH, & EXTENSION
Twitter: @PLACE_SLR
Description: The Twitter feed is utilized to share relevant sea-level rise and climate
information from and between partners, as well as to update our followers on our staff
activities. This includes information on new tools, “#mondaymotivation”, funding
opportunities, ongoing projects, and highlighting our partners.
A total of 527 followers (95 new followers since 2019)
July 2021 Summary
6,573 Tweet Impressions
2,152 Profile Visits
Publications and Datasets
2021
Vedral, S., Collini, R.C., Miller-Way, T., Rellinger, A.N., Sempier, T.T., Smallegan, S.M.,
Sparks, E., 2021. Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom Curriculum. MASGP-21-056.
Vedral, S., 2021, Community Balance: A Sea-Level Rise Tumbling Tower. MASGP-21058.
Martin S.E., Temple N.A., Palino G.M., Cebrian J., Sparks E.L.. 2021. The effects of largescale breakwaters on shoreline vegetation. Ecological Engineering.
Heming, M.C., Collini, R.C., Schafer, C.,
Buckel, C., Daigle, M., Deal, S., Hanisko, M.,
Kidwell, D., Mohrman, C., and Price, R.,
2021. Sea-Level Rise Graphics Library.
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant

Image from the SLR graphics library

Consortium MASGP-21-039. Florida Sea
Grant SGEB-80
(http://bit.ly/SLRGraphics)

Heming, M.C., 2021, Report on Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Workshop Series: Lessons
learned and successes in translating a technical training to a virtual format. MASGP-21025.
Sicangco, C., Collini, R.C., Martin, S., Monti, A., and Sparks, E., 2021, Living Shorelines
Report. MASGP-21-054.
Collini et al. 2021, Understanding end-user adoption of an online climate resilience tool.
Environmental Science & Policy, vol. 124, pp. 247-253.
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Publications and Datasets Continued...
2021
Martin, S.E., 2021. Sea-level rise questions in the northern Gulf? PLACE: SLR is here to
help. MASGC staff blog.
Martin, S.E., 2021. Gulf of Mexico SET Inventory.
Temple N.A., Sparks E.L., Cebrian J., Martin S.E., Firth D., 2021. Nitrogen removal in
constructed marshes at sites protected from and exposed to waves. Wetlands Ecology
and Management.
2020
Collini M, Robinson, J., Collini, R. (2020) The Sea is Rising? Should I be Scared. Chemistry
for Your Life Podcast.
https://chemforyourlife.transistor.fm/episodes/the-sea-is-rising-should-i-be-scaredwith-renee-collini
Vedral, S., Collini, R.C., Miller-Way, T., Rellinger, A.N., Sempier, T.T., Smallegan, S.M.,
Sparks, E. (2020). Guide to Mississippi Community Markers – High Water Marks.
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium MASGP-20-051.
Author: Collini, R. Edited and Reviewed by: Smallegan, S., Heming, M.C., Posey, P.,
Mayor Collier, J., Wood, C., Edwards. P., Fleming, H., and Murril, S., (2020) Report for the
Dauphin Island Adaptation Pathway Meeting.
http://masgc.org/assets/uploads/documents/Dauphin_Island_Adaptation_Pathway_M
eeting.pdf
Martin, S, Wu, W., Collini, R.. (2020). Wu EOE Infographic. Mississippi-Alabama Sea
Grant Consortium.

Images from the High Water Mark (HWM) Guide (from left to right): HWM plaque, HWMs at Long

Beach, and HWMs at Pass Christian. Red signs correspond to Hurricane Katrina water levels, blue
to Hurricane Camille, and black to base flood elevation.
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Publications and Datasets Continued...
2020
Collini, R.C., 2020, Outsmarting Water. MASGC Staff Blog.
Collini, R.C., 2020, Coastal climate resilience intern's fieldwork is fun in the sun
(sometimes). MASGC Staff Blog,
Martin, S., 2020, Wetlands make the holiday season on the coast unique. MASGC Staff
Blog.
Martin, S., 2020, Easy ways to protect our wetlands during hurricane season. MASGC
Staff Blog.
Heming, M.C., 2020, How to live with water. MASGC Staff Blog.
Heming, M.C., 2020, Secrets to Gulf TREE: Train the Trainer events coming soon.
MASGC Staff Blog.
Vedral, S., 2020, Get outside: explore high water markers. MASGC Staff Blog.
Workshops and Webinars Hosted
2021
Sea-Level Rise Lunch 'n' Learn.
Pensacola, FL. July 21, 2021.
Mississippi State University
Extension Training on Sea-Level Rise.
Virtual. June 3, 2021.
Resist-Accept-Direct (RAD)
Workshop. Weeks Bay NERR. May
19, 2021.
Renee discussing SLR impacts at the recent
Gulf Coast Coastal Solutions
Pensacola Lunch 'n' Learn
Workshop. Virtual. April 27-28, 2021.
Alabama Hazards Summit. Virtual. April 27, 2021.
Mississippi Hazards Summit. Virtual. April 23, 2021.
Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom Teachers Workshop. Infinity Science Center. April 16,
2021
Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom TOTE Workshop. Grand Bay NERR. February, 20, 2021.
Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Galveston. Virtual. January 27, 2021.
Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Mission Aransas. Virtual. January 26, 2021.
Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Tampa Bay. Virtual. January 19, 2021.
Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Louisiana. Virtual. January 13, 2021.
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Workshops and Webinars Hosted Continued...
2020
Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Alabama. Virtual. December 15, 2020.
Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Tallahassee. Virtual. December 10, 2020.
Gulf TREE Train the Trainer Mississippi. Virtual. December 8, 2020.
SETs n Stuff. Grand Bay NERR. July 2020.
Sea-Level Rise Lunch 'n' Learn. Apalachicola, FL. April 2020.
Oral and Poster Presentations*

*oral presentations unless noted otherwise

2021
GOMA Tool Time with Dave, "Resources for Assessing Ecological and Socioeconomic
Impacts of Sea-Level Rise." August 17, 2021.
GOMA Tool Time with Dave, Gulf TREE overview and demo. August 10, 2021.
Florida Resilient Coastlines Program Quarterly Resilience Forum. August 4, 2021.
National Marine Educators Association, "Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom: Fostering
Science-to-Civics Literacy". July 14, 2021.
POCACITO German-American Summer Academy on Coastal Biodiversity and Climate
Change in Mississippi, Sea-Level Rise and High Water Marks. July 13, 2021.
Making Connections Conference, "Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom: Connecting Science
to Social Studies". June 10, 2021.
Teachers on the Estuary Workshop, "Sea-Level Rise Game." Grant Bay NERR. June 10,
2021.
Environmental Law Institute Gulf Resilience Webinar. May 19, 2021. 30 attendees.
Ocean Visions Summit,
Equitable Solutions for
Coastal Inundations and
Sea-Level Rise. May 18,
2021. 150 attendees. Invited
keynote.
Poster from the Ocean Visions
Summit keynote

Coastal Coupling Community of Practice Annual Meeting, Update on the Water
Initiative project. May 13, 2021. 60 attendees.
Association of State Floodplain Managers, "High Tide Flooding Thresholds: Real-World
Consequences of Scientific Datums". May 12, 2021.
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Oral and Poster Presentations Continued..
2021
Association of State Floodplain Managers, Cost-Benefit Analysis of a Living Shoreline.
May 12, 2021.
Association of State Floodplain Managers, SLR 101. May 11, 2021.
Mississippi State University Extension Review, Overview of PLACE: SLR. April 30,
2021.
Alabama Association of Floodplain Managers, Gulf TREE overview and demo. April 14,
2021. 46 attendees.
Stormwater Webcast, "Cultivating Success: Using Vegetation to Manage Stormwater
and Protect Water Quality." March 19, 2021.
Student Naturalist Presentation, "Effects of Sea-Level Rise on Vegetation Communities
within the Grand Bay NERR." March 17, 2021.
GOMA's Fully Serving the Underserved Workshop, "Tools to Identify Underserved
Communities". January 12, 2021.
2020
Bays and Bayous, "Considering Sea-Level Rise in Long-Term Infrastructure Planning What is it worth?". December 1, 2020. 35 attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "A cost-benefit analysis of green and grey shoreline stabilization
measures in coastal Mississippi". December 1, 2020. 35 attendees.
Bays and Bayous, Sea-Level Rise Planning (3 part series). December 1, 2020. 35
attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "Gulf TREE: Your
Ultimate Climate Resilience Tool
Guide." December 1, 2020. 35
attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "On-the-ground
Resilience to Future Flooding."
December 1, 2020. 35 attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "Adapting SeaLevel Rise in the Classroom to Out of Sonia Vedral presenting at Bays and Bayous 2020
the Classroom." December 1, 2020. 35
attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "Living Shorelines Resources for the Gulf States." December 1, 2020.
35 attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom: Connecting Science and Social
Studies to Foster Science-to-Civics Literacy." December 1, 2020. 35 attendees.
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Oral and Poster Presentations Continued...
2020
Bays and Bayous, "Living Shorelines Resources for the Gulf States." December 1, 2020.
35 attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "Sea-Level Rise in the Classroom: Connecting Science and Social
Studies to Foster Science-to-Civics Literacy." December 1, 2020. 35 attendees.
Bays and Bayous, "Show, Don't Tell: Encouraging Resilience to Future Flooding in the
northern Gulf of Mexico" December 1, 2020. 35 attendees.
CoP Webinar Series, "Sea-Level Rise Models: Why so many?" November 19, 2020. 47
attendees.
Coastal Resilience in the Gulf Webinar Series, "Selecting Sea-Level Rise Scenarios for
Planning Purposes." November 1, 2020. 30 attendees.
Center for Watershed Protection - Coastal & Island Conference, "A cost-benefit analysis
of green and grey shoreline stabilization measures in coastal Mississippi." November 1,
2020. 45 attendees.
Center for Watershed Protection - Coastal & Island Conference, "Increasing the use of
living shorelines among private property owners in coastal MS and AL." November 1,
2020. 45 attendees.
Center for Watershed Protection - Coastal & Island Conference, "Developing an
Adaptation Pathway for Dauphin Island, Alabama." November 1, 2020. 45 attendees.
Florida Sea Grant Extension Meeting,
"The Program Formerly Known as the
Cooperative." November 1, 2020. 10
attendees.
GOMA Tool Time with Dave, "Gulf
TREE:
Your
Ultimate
Climate
Resilience Guide." October 20, 2020. 45

Retrospective marsh model analysis poster made by S. Martin

attendees.
Alabama Association of Floodplain
Managers Annual Meeting, "Rising
Water Connections." October 19, 2020.

50 attendees.
Alabama Association of Floodplain Managers Annual Meeting, "Approaches to Current
& Future Flooding Resilience." October 19, 2020. 50 attendees.
FL Transplex Webinar, "Drowning in Scenarios? Decision-Making for Sea-Level Rise."
October 16, 2020. 250 attendees.
OCEANS 2020, "Realities of Resilience: Creating actionable science for on-the-ground
resilience practitioners." October 5, 2020. 25 attendees.
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Oral and Poster Presentations Continued...
2020
OCEANS 2020, "Berms, Floodwalls, and Dunes - How High? Considering sea-level rise in
coastal projects." October 1, 2020.
Fast and Easy CEUs Resilience Webinar Series, "Developing a Planning Range for SLR."
August 27, 2020. 47 attendees.
NAACP, Sea-Level Rise Training. August 22, 2020. 35 attendees. Invited keynote.
GOMA Tool Time with Dave, "Resources for Assessing Ecological and Socioeconomic
Impacts of Sea-Level Rise." August 4, 2020. 60 attendees.
GOMA Tool Time with Dave, "Tools for Talking to ANYONE about Sea-Level Rise."
August 4, 2020. 60 attendees.
Coastal Resilience in the Gulf Webinar Series, "Incorporation of Projected Levels of
Flooding into Planning." August 1, 2020. 25 attendees.
USGS South East Region Science Workshop, "Stakeholder Engagement: Basics for
researchers to understand and participate in the process." July 31, 2020. 100 attendees.
NAS Gulf Research Program Panel on Health and Community Resilience, "Community
Resilience: A fabric of action." June 16, 2020. 15 attendees.
SAFE-T Meeting, "How to Fit
Tomorrow's Floods in with Today's
Fires." June 3, 2020. 25 attendees.
NOAA Brown Bag Seminar,
"Integrating Sea-Level Rise Science
into
Coastal
Decision-Making:
Lessons Learned from the Field."
June 1, 2020. 150 attendees.
GOMA Monthly Webinar, "Gulf
Living
Shoreline
Resource
C. Schafer with our summer 2021 apprentices in
Catalogs." May 27, 2020. 50 Pensacola
attendees.
Social Coast Forum, "After Your Tool Leaves the Nest: Assessing Online Resource
Application Post-Release." February 6, 2020. 45 attendees. Oral presentation.
Social Coast Forum, "Resilience to Future Flooding." February 1, 2020. 30 attendees.
Poster presentation.
Mississippi State University CREC Producer Advisory Council Meeting, "Sea-Level Rise
in Coastal Mississippi." February 1, 2020. 10 attendees.
Ocean Sciences, "Lessons from the field - translating sea-level rise science into coastal
decision-making in the northern GOM." February 1, 2020.
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Outreach and Education Events
2021
New Orleans Children's Museum Weather and Hurricane Preparedness Day. June 18,
2021.
World Oceans Days: Living Shorelines at the Dauphin Island Sea Lab. June 16, 2021.
Virginia Zoo Guest Lecturer, Sea-Level Rise 101. March 24, 2021.
Alabama School of Math and Science Guest Lecturer, Special Projects Week. February
24, 2021.
Climate Change Communication One-on-One, Mobile County Creation Care. January
2021.
2020
Infinity Science Center Homeschool
Monday. November 30, 2020.
Climate Adaptation and Resilience
Immersion Course Guest Lecturer,
"Bridges Between Research &
Decision-Making: How it comes
together." August 6, 2020.
Climate Adaptation and Resilience
Immersion Course Guest Lecturer,
"Sea-Level Rise: What's the deal &
Participants with SLR outreach activity at INFINITY
what can we do?" August 6, 2020.
Guest Lecturer for the Biotic Response to Sea-Level Rise Course, "The why, what, and
how of talking sea-level rise." July 23, 2020.
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The talented and dedicated PLACE: SLR staff. Pictured here (left to right) C.
Schafer, S. Vedral, R. Collini, M. Heming, and S. Martin with the Climate

Adaptation Leadership Award for Natural Resources from the Association of Fish

and Wildlife Agencies. Photo at the MSU Coastal Research and Extension Center
in Sept. 2020.
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